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NEW QUESTION: 1

Scenario: A Citrix Engineer has been asked to configure the
XenMobile App Controller (ac1.domain.com) and the NetScaler
Gateway to function as a Security Assertion Markup Language
(SAML) identity provider for ShareFile. In this configuration,
a user logging on to ShareFile using a Web browser or other
ShareFile clients should be redirected to the XenMobile
environment for user authentication.
Which two configuration steps must the engineer take on the
NetScaler Gateway to meet the requirements of the scenario?
(Choose two.)
A. Enable 'Display Home Page' and enter ac1.domain.com:443 in a
NetScaler Gateway ShareFile Session profile.
B. Disable the default behavior for requests that come through
the /cginfra path in order to serve the original requested
internal URL to the user.
C. Enter ac1.domain.com:443 in the ShareFile URL window on the
advanced tab of the NetScaler Gateway virtual server.
D. Disable the default behavior for requests that come through
the /cginfra path in order to serve the configured home page to
the user.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Company X has a Cisco Unified Communications Manager cluster
and a VCS Control server with video endpoints registered on
both systems. Users find that video endpoints registered on
Call manager can call each other and likewise for the endpoints
registered on the VCS server. The administrator for Company X
realizes he needs a SIP trunk between the two systems for any
video endpoint to call any other video endpoint. Which two
steps must the administrator take to add the SIP trunk? (Choose
two.)
A. Set up a subzone on Cisco UCM with the peer address to the
VCS cluster.
B. Set up a neighbor zone on the VCS server with the location
of Cisco UCM using the menu option VCS Configuration &gt; Zones
&gt; zone.
C. Set up a SIP trunk on the VCS server with the destination
address of the Cisco UCM and Transport set to TCP.
D. Set up a traversal subzone on the VCS server to allow
endpoints that are registered on Cisco UCM to communicate.
E. Set up a SIP trunk on Cisco UCM with the option Device-Trunk
with destination address of the VCS server.
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have set the below variable for your Domino Attachment and
Object Service: Defer object deletion for 100 days Which of
thefollowing results are obtained from this setting?
A. Objects in DAOS are deleted every 100 days
B. Objects in DAOS are kept 100 additional days after the last
reference is removed
C. Objects in DAOS are only linked for 100 days to the original
document
D. Objects in DAOS are only kept for 100 days until they are
deleted
Answer: B
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